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ASC Billing v/s Hospital Billing 

Despite the fact that the basic observation might be that using the services of an Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) 

will spare cash, as contrasted to using the services of hospitals for outpatient surgery. However, this may not 

generally be the situation. Actually, the outcomes can differ significantly from state to state.  

A restorative office handles the regulatory errands for a therapeutic practice, clinic or other medicinal facility 

including welcoming patients, planning appointments, registration and enlistment; also collect cash, and various 

different assignments including medical billing. While the vast majority of alternate undertakings performed by the 

medicinal office are the same over all healing centers, ambulatory hospital billing services are most certainly not.  

If you ask most medicinal billers, they will mention that there are noteworthy contrasts in the handling of medical 

cases over various claims, specialties and facility services. There is a flat out contrast in charging amongst health care 

industry and different commercial enterprises. However when we consider the term medical billing and coding, one 

needs to certainly understand that ASC billing or physician billing services and hospital billing agencies, though of the 

same craft, differ with coding undertakings and also the name given to them.  

 

ASC Billing or Professional Billing  

ASC billing services or professional billing is in charge of the billing of cases created for procedures performed by 

physicians’, suppliers and other non-institutional suppliers for both outpatient and inpatient administrations. 

Professional charges are charged on a CMS-1500 form. The CMS-1500 is the red-ink on white paper standard case 

form, utilized by doctors and suppliers for case charging. While some cases are as of now charged on paper, 

Medicare, Medicaid and most other insurance agencies acknowledge electronic claims, as the essential charging 

strategy. The electronic rendition of the CMS-1500 is known as the 837-P, the P remaining for the professional 

configuration.  
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Proficient ASC billing services frequently have diverse job obligations than institutional medicinal billers. Do 

remember that professional billers are frequently required to know both billing and coding techniques. If you 

investigate, you will find that most medical billing training program offer medical billing and coding together.  

 

Hospital or Institutional Billing 

Institutional charging or hospital billing is in charge of cases produced for work performed by hospitals, specialty 

nursing offices, and different organizations for outpatient and inpatient administrations, including the utilization of 

equipment and supplies, laboratory services, radiology services, and different charges. Institutional charges are 

billed on a UB-04. The UB-04 is the red-ink on white paper standard case form utilized by institutional suppliers for 

case charging. The electronic rendition of the UB-04 is known as the 837-I, I meaning for the institutional 

configuration.  

Hospital billing facilities at times have distinctive assignments than professional billers. Institutional billers are for 

the most part likely in charge of billing or perform both charging and collections. Since hospital coding is significantly 

more mind boggling than ASC coding, this is mainly the reason why the coding of institutional cases are performed 

just by coders. 

Hence it is understood that billing for a hospital and for an ASC requires specialized coders and billers for maximum 

reimbursement and improved profits.  
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